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Abstract. space-time data base is designed aiming to managespace-time data. To get space-time data 

well under control, the elements of space and time have been introduced into XML data. Different 

from common data, the space-time operation of the space-time XML data requires taking into 

consideration the elements of space and time at the same time. To make sure the correct space-time 

operation for space-time XML data, space-time operation has first been classified from the angle of 

space-time geometric operation and space-time topology operation in the thesis, then the two 

operation modes are respectively defined and the judgment methods have been proposed in the form 

of space-time operation function. In the end, the use method of space-time operation in FLWOR 

expression of XQuery is also researched. By means of space-time operation function, no new query 

language is needed for space-time XML data query. 

Introduction 

Data base technology is one of the most important basic fields in today’s world computer 

application. As an important branch of modern data base, space-time data base has a broad 

application demands in the fields of geographic information system [1] and environmental 

information system [2].  

Although there has been a large amount of research on space-time data [3][4], the research on the 

traditional data base remains under such limits as temporal extension[5] and structure [6] which both 

restrict the effectiveness of the traditional data base storing and querying space-time data. XML as 

the factual standard for information representation, exchange and query, has a wonderful 

self-description and expansibility [7]. Therefore, the problems related to XML space-time data has 

become a new research direction [8][9][10]. 

Space-time operation is one of the important research contents of space-time XML data 

management, not only requiring the consideration for the elements of space and time, and also the 

compatibility with the current XML query language. Space-time operation classification is first 

researched and defined in the thesis and then their judgment methods are proposed, until in the end, 

the use method of space-time operation in XQuery is put under research.  

Classification of space-time operation  

Space-time operation between the spatio-temporal objects can be divided into space-time 

topological operation and space-time geometric operation. Among, the returned value of the 

space-time topological operation is TRUE or FALSE which represents the corresponding space-time 

topological relation between the spatio-temporal objects, including stDisjoint, stMeet, stOverlap, 

stIntersects, stContain and stEqual. The retuned value of the geometric operation can be the 
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space-time data or space data or time data, including stWhen and stHistory. Fig.1 is the classification 

of space-time operation and their definitions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  Categories and meanings of spatiotemporal operations 

Space-time operation 

Minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) is adopted in the thesis to represent the spatio-temporal 

objects, and xl and xr are used to represent MBR. Eight space-time operations will be respectively 

discussed below, with their definitions first given and then their judgment methods. 

Definmition 1 (stDisjoint): in the given time section, the inside and define of the spatio-temporal 

object SPi both separate from those of the spatio-temporal object SPj, that is called stDisjoint. 

Invoking function can be used to judge the stDisjoint topological relation of the spatio-temporal 

objects, among, function stDisjoint can be defined like below: 

define function stDisjoint($SPi, $SPj) 

{ 

for $SPi/@T ∩ $SPj/@T  

if (SPi/../xr < $SPj/../xl or  

$SPi/../yr < $SPj/../yl or  

$SPi/../xl > $SPj/../xr or $SPi/../yl>$SPj/../yr 

then true () 

else false ()  
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stDisjoint: there is empty intersection at the inside 

and confines of the spatio-temporal objects 

 

stMeet: the intersection between the spatio-temporal 

objects is not empty 

 
stOverlap: the intersection between the 

two-dimension spatio-temporal objects is not empty 

and the overlap area is two-dimensional 

 stIntersects: the one-dimension spatio-temporal objects 

intersects with the two-dimensional spatio-temporal objects 

 

stContain: there is complete inclusion relation between 

the spatio-temporal objects 

stEqual: the spatio-temporal objects has the equal 

inside and confine 

 
stWhen: Turn to the space-time status of the 

spatio-temporal objects at certain time point 

 

stHistory: Turn to the change history of the 

spatio-temporal objects in a time section 
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} 

Definition2 (stMeet): in the given time section, if the confines of the spatio-temporal object SPi 

and the spatio-temporal object SPj do not have an empty intersection, but their insides have an empty 

intersection, we can call these two spatio-temporal objects in stMeet. 

Invoking function can be used to judge the stMeet topological relation of the spatio-temporal 

objects, among, function stMeet can be defined like below: 

define fuction stMeet ($SPi, $SPj) 

{  

for $SPi /@T ∩ $ SPj /@T 

if ((($SPi /../xr = $ SPj /../xl and ($SPi /../yl <= $SPj /../yl <= $SPi /../yr or $SPi /../yl <= $SPj 

/../yr <= $SPi /../yr)) or  

($SPi /../yr = $SPj /../yl and ($SPi /../xl <= $SPj /../xl <= $SPi /../xr or $SPi /../xl <= $SPj /../xr <= 

$SPi /../xr)) or 

($SPi /../xl = $SPj /../xr and ($SPi /../yl <= $SPj /../yl <= $SPi /../yr or $SPi /../yl <= $SPj /../yr <= 

$SPi /../yr)) or 

($SPi /../yl = $SPj /../yr and ($SPi /../xl <= $SPj /../xr <= $ SPi /../xr or $SPi /../xl <= $SPj /../xl 

<= $ SPi /../xr))) 

then true () 

else false ()  

} 

Definition3 (stOverlap): in the given time section, two-dimension spatio-temporal object SPi and 

the two-dimension spatio-temporal object SPj partly overlap and the overlap section is also 

two-dimension, these two spatio-temporal objects will be in stOverlap relation.  

Invoking function can be used to judge the stOverlap topological relation of the spatio-temporal 

objects, among, function stOverlap can be defined like below: 

define fuction stOverlap ($SPi, $SPj) 

{  

for $SPi/@T ∩ $SPj/@T 

if ((($SPi/../xl <= $SPj/../xr and $SPi/../yl <= $SPj/../yr) and $SPi/../xl > $SPj/../xl) or 

(($SPi/../xr >= $SPj/../xl and $SPi/../yl <= $SPj/..yr) and $SPi/../xl > $SPj/../xl) or 

(($SPi/../xr >= $SPj/../xl and $SPi/../yl <= $SPj/../yr) $SPi/../xr < $SPj/../xr) or 

(($SPi/../xr >= $SPj/../xr and $SPi/..yr >= $SPj/../yl) and $SPi/../xr < $SPj/../xr)) 

then true () 

else false ()  

} 

When a one-dimension spatio-temporal object partly overlaps with a two-dimension 

spatio-temporal object, they can be defined in stIntersects relation. Because MBR is used in the 

thesis to describe two-dimension spatio-temporal object, and the one-dimension spatio-temporal 

object can be seen as a special two-dimension spatio-temporal object, in sense, it can be said that 

stIntersects is a special case of stOverlap.  

 Definition4 (stContain): in the given time section, spatio-temporal object SPi is completely 

contained inside of spatio-temporal object SPj, we can judge their stContain relation. 

Invoking function can be used to judge the stContain topological relation of the spatio-temporal 

objects, among, function stContain can be defined like below: 
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define function stContain($SPi, $SPj) 

{  

for $SPi/@T ∩ $SPj/@T 

if ($SPi/../xl < $SPj/../xl and $SPi/../yl < $SPj/../yl) and 

($SPi/../xr > $SPj/../xr and $SPi/../yr > $SPj/../yr) 

then true () 

else false ()  

} 

Definition 5 (stEqual): in the given time section, when spatio-temporal object SPi has an equal 

inside and confines to spatio-temporal object SPj, these two spatio-temporal objects will be in the 

stEqual relation. 

Invoking function can be used to judge the stEqual topological relation of the spatio-temporal 

objects, among, function stEqual can be defined like below: 

define function stEqual ($SPi, $SPj) 

{  

for $SPi/@T ∩ $SPj/@T 

if ($SPi/../xl = $SPj/../xl and $SPi/../yl = $SPj/../yl) and 

($SPi/../xr = $SPj/../xr and $SPi/../yr = $SPj/../yr) 

then true () 

else false ()  

} 

In a sense, stWhen is something like snapshot, which explains it is another named space-time 

snapshot. 

Definition 6 (stWhen): in the given time section, stWhen returns to spatial status of the 

spatio-temporal object at the time point. 

Invoking function can be used to get the space-time attribute status of the spatio-temporal object 

at a given time point, among, function stWhen can be defined like below: 

define function stWhen ($m, $t) 

{  

for $m 

if $SP/../motion=Ø 

if $m/@tstart<t<$m/@tend 

return $m where $m/tstart=tend=t 

if $SP/../motion¹Ø 

return $m 

if m=OID 

return m/type, m/predecessor, m/successor 

where $m/tstart=tend=t  

} 

stHistory can query the change history of the spatio-temporal object in a given time section. 

Definition 7 (stHistory): in a given time section, stHistory return to the change history of the 

spatio-temporal object in the time section. 

Invoking function can be used to get the space-time attribute status of the spatio-temporal object 

in a given time section, among, function stHistory can be defined like below: 
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define function stWhen ($m, Tstart, Tend) 

{  

for $m 

if $SP/../motion=Ø 

if $m/@tstart<t<$m/@tend 

group $m 

return $m 

if $SP/../motion¹Ø 

group $m 

return $m 

if $m/@tstart<t<$m/@tend 

if m=OID 

return m/type, m/predecessor, m/successor 

where $m/tstart=tend=t  

} 

A group function is used in stHistory calculation method which can return all the different results.  

The application of space-time operation in XQuery 

Eight space-time functions have been introduced for the concrete space-time operation: stDisjoint, 

stMeet, stOverlap, stIntersects, stContain, stEqual, stWhen and stHistory. Among, each function has 

its corresponding parameter. Therefore, it only requires invoking the corresponding time-space 

functions to use XQuery for space-time operation in XML, and the space-time function can be 

corresponded to XML nodes through parameters.   

Return Funtion. In FLWOR expression, the uses and expressions of for，let，where and order 

by can be directly used like while common data query. The query results in the thesis are mainly 

specific to the space-time operation, so it only needs to bind the defined space-time function behind 

the return to acquire the desired space-time operation result. The part of return can be expressed in 

the form as below: 

Return Funtion. Among, Function means space-time operation function, include stDisjoint, 

stMeet, stOverlap, stIntersects, stContain, stEqual, stWhen and stHistory. Therefore, when using 

XQuery for query, FLWOR can be used for expression, the use methods and expressions of for，

let，where，order by can keep unchanged, and it only needs to bind space-time function in the part 

of return.  

For example, stDisjoint function can be invoked in XQuery to get to know if two spatio-temporal 

objects are in stDisjoint topological relation, if the TRUE is returned, it proves stDisjoint topological 

relation; if the returned value is FALSE, they are not in the stDisjoint relation.  

Conclusions  

The classification of the space-time operation has first been explored in the thesis, by which it can 

be classified stDisjoint, stMeet, stOverlap, stIntersects, stContain, stEqual, stWhen and stHistory, 

and then their definitions are respectively given. On top of this, their judgment methods are also 

proposed in the form of space-time operation function. In the end, the research shifts to the use 
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method of FLWOR expression in XQuery. By means of space-time operation function, no new query 

language is needed for space-time XML data query. 
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